HeatShiftTM keeps your art cooler.
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The right heat
in the right place.
Keeps wall cooler
Valor’s unique HeatShiftTM transfers convective heat upwards
through hidden ducts and back into the room—completely
bypassing the wall and surface areas above the fireplace—so
valued artwork, a TV or construction materials stay cooler.

Flexible HeatShiftTM options:

Improves overall performance
 A raised heat outlet improves convection airflow—reducing
wall temperatures and improving overall performance—
circulating warm air back into the room at a higher elevation.
 Harnessing convective warmth, up to 60% of fireplace heat
rises and flows through HeatShiftTM and back into the room.
The remaining radiant heat emanates from the fireplace,
warming people and their space.

Front wall outlet LDK1 or LDK4
(See front cover.)

No electricity or fan required
 Heatshift elevates heat naturally using gravity and Valor
product ingenuity—no need for a fan or electricity.
No power—no problem.
More options for construction
 Run heat sensitive finishing materials right up to the fireplace
surround, including drywall, wood, tile, and stone.
 Install mantels at a one-to-one ratio of depth to height from
the fireplace surround when using HeatShiftTM
Meets North American Building codes

Side wall outlets LDK3

 Unlike many competitor products in the field, HeatShiftTM
utilizes standard construction techniques, meeting code
requirements across North America.
 Built and designed in North America for American and
Canadian homes.
Zone heating
 Looking to heat other areas in your home? HeatShift’s
Remote Blower option helps manage your heat effectively by
distributing warmth to other spaces in your home—such as
bedrooms, hallways or utility rooms, .
Warming homes since 1890. Valor.
The Original Radiant Gas Fireplace.

Outlet behind valance LDK 1 or LDK4
(See back page.)

Convective heat shifts from the
front of the fireplace, gravity-fed
through the ducting above, and
back into the room.

Better heat exchange and
superior flow is created by shifting
the hot air outlets higher up the
wall, increasing comfort and
decreasing wall temperatures
directly above the fireplace.

Convective air rises naturally with
HeatShift, instead of flowing out
and heating the wall immediately
above the fireplace, like in a
traditional design,

Valor radiant heat warms the
people in the room, heating
objects in its path.

Designed and manufactured by:
Copyright Miles Industries Ltd. 2017
Proudly made in North America
Based on CSA P4.1-09

Printed on recycled paper

HeatShiftTM SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Recommended with all L Series Linear fireplaces, as well as the H5 and H6 series.
FRONT WALL

LDK1 48” Plenum
LDK2 48” Finishing Frame (for LDK1)
LDK4 38” Plenum
LDK5 38” Finishing Frame (for LDK4)

SIDE WALL

LDK3 Two 14” Plenums, including finishing grilles

FLEX KIT

LDK6 5” Aluminum 2-ply Flex (2 x 10’ in length—makes 4 x 5’ installation lengths)

REMOTE BLOWER

1270RBK Optional; maximum one remote blower per plenum

Wall or vertical outlet
LDK2
or LDK5

Side outlets

LDK1 or LDK4

LDK3

LDK6

LDK6

Optional Remote Blower

1270RBK

 The 1270RBK Remote Blower connects
directly to both 38” and 48” Front Wall
Plenums and is then ducted to a separate
space in the home for multi-zone heat
management.
 The 1270RBK fan unit may be positioned
higher or lower than the LDK plenum
position.
Refer to manual for minimum combustible cavity dimensions.

Please Note: Printed images may vary from actual product. Refer
to the LDK Valor HeatShift System manual for product installation. All product information is accurate at time of printing and is
subject to change.
For more information visit valorfireplaces.com/heatshift

HeatShiftTM bypasses the wall above your fireplace to help protect your TV.
Combustible building materials such as barn board, stay cool with HeatShiftTM

L3 Series (1800) with Long Beach Driftwood (1800DWK),
Fluted Black liner (1815FBL) and 1” Adjustable Finishing Black Trim (1875LFB).

HeatShiftTM offers several options for installation,
including a horizontal outlet hidden behind a valance (pictured).

➦
L2 Linear Fireplace (1700J) with 48” Plenum (LDK1) behind valance.
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